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INTRODUCTION
Of ail the state secrets concealed by the Communist regime, one of the best kept
was surely that of everyday life, its practical contex~ its mies and long-terro
effects: of the daily efforts of families to swvive, to improve their living conditions and to pass on sorne of their resources to their children in order to help
them to live better. It was not just a question of maintaining the credibility of an
official representation of social reality that would have heen shattered by the
public revelation of the manift>ld difficulties of daily life, nor even of preventing
awareness of the growing distance between the official model of meritocratic
selection of the elites and how they were really composed. lt was, alsû more
fundamentally, a matter of protecting the monopoly that the Party seized for
steering the historical direction of social change. This monopoly assumed that
the only legitimate force for change, the historical Subject, was the Party. lt
involved a two-fold moral dikmt that aU individual and coUective energies were
supposed to be directed a10ng the lines marked out by the Party, and that any
effort to divert a part of tbis to further individual, family or clan strategies for the
improvement of living conditions was inadmissible. Recognising the existence of
this kind of effort would have meant recognising the existence and legitimacy of
Subjects for action other than the Party itself.
To what extent did Soviet people really internalise this viewpoint? Was it
possible to live in this way, generation after generation? Or can we suggest that a
semi-conscious strategie mode of thought led individuals or small groups of
mutual support (above ail, families) to try to make the most of the collective
frameworks imposed on them, so as to improve their own living conditions?
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By putting this question, we are already highlighting an initial contradiction:
the central resource of 'Communist societies' was not money, as in the West, but
power. However, those who exercised it were not suppo5ed to use it for their own
advantage - on the contrary, it was they who were responsible for combating

individualism. Had they not been recruited on the basis of their ardour in
publidy defending the ideals of collectivism and values of altruism?l Here we
are confronting the paradox that would eventuaUy erode the credibility of the
eotire system.
The question has been put, but how can we study it? We are proposing an

THE BRIEF HISTORY OF ONE WORKING-CLASS
SOVIET FAMILY

The Zanlochins
Ivan Zomochin and his wife Akxandra were born in Siberia, of peasant families of
European Russian origin. They were married in 191 l, and by 191 7, when the
revolutions in St Petersburg took place, they had four ehildren. 'The land to the

empirical approach that responds to the nature of the phenomenon being

peasants', said the new government. Ivan and Alexandra flXed on a plan to sen
their poor farm, leave Siberia and return to the village of Alexandra's parents,

studied. Based on the collection of lived experience by means of life stories and

Osnovo, in the region of Tambov (Lower Volga). As soon as the Civil War

farnily histories, it focuses on the behaviours of individuals and families in as far
as they were oriented ODer the long term. It is in this sense that we can speak about
strategie forms of behaviour in the minimal sense of the term. Minimal because,

calmed clown, they put their plan ioto action. They took over a farm in Osnovo;

for Soviet citizens, both the horizon of possibilities and the resources available

were extraordinarily limited, for these limits were imposed not only by the
command economy, but also from the very low level of general development and
hence of resources, which was doser to that of the nineteenth-century industrial

West than that of the twentieth century Minimal also because of the stigmatisation by official ideology of anything resembling individual Subjects behaving
according to their own rather than the collective interest. 2 Minimal but Dot oonexistent: for this is not only our Own central hypothesis, but was also the spectre

that haunted Communist leaders. It preoccupied them particularly when they
thought, for example, of the families of the former ruling classes, whose strategie

capacity they precisely feared and whose opportunities for action they systematically endeavoured to obliterate.
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Fortunately, our tesrimonies give a privileged glimpse of how far official
Soviet values were reaUy internalised by Soviet people; and it is this point that
this chapter deals with. For a long rime, their values did not appear to be of
much importance. Through its very structure, the command economy was
supposed to allow scarcely any initiative on the part of individual agents, and to

stricdy control their behavioUT. Yet the very emphasis placed on the continual
repetition of the same ideological slogans, and the tight control imposed on the
public expression of non-conformist values or opinions, hint at the continuing
doubts of the Soviet elites as to the lasting success of their programmes for incul-

cating collective values (Cohon 1980).3
In order to give a better idea of the issues at stake, we have therefore chosen

to tell the story of a worlting-class farnily of peasant origin. Their trajectory is
one experienced by innumerable other Soviet farnilies from the 1930s to the
present clay. The contexts within which its successive generations grew up,
worked, loved and lived are contexts that have been experienced by millions of
other Soviet families. It is, in this sense if not statistically, representative: a single

story paraUeled by coundess others.
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Ivan deared and cultivated the land while Alexandra looked after the animais
and gave birth to four more children.

Things took a turn for the worse in 1929 when Stalin decreed the collectivisation of the land. Ivan submitted grumbling to the directives and joined the
/wIJJuJz, hoping that he would do reasonably well out of it. A vain hope: it very
quickly became apparent that the real purpose of collectivisation was to take the
maximum amount of food from the peasants to feed the cities. Soon people in
the countryside were very hungry. As for the compul.sory work on the land of the
Iro/ldwz, it was not paid in money but in bits of paper, the trwlnden' (days of work),
that had practicaUy no value.
People said that in Moscow you could fmd things to eat. A brother of
Alexandra's had already emigrated there; he was working at the railway station
in Kazan, the very place where peasants from the Volga Basin were arriving in
their thousands. As Ivan and Alexandra were now confmed to the village by

Stalin's new directive depriving peasants of the right to leave 'their' IrolJrJw.e
(1932), the unde said 'no more !fan three'. They decided to send their three
e1dest children to Moscow.
Egor, 23, already married to a girl from the village, was put in charge of the
expedition; he was accompanied by Nikolaï, 22, the 'intellectual' of the farnily
(he had completed his seven years at primary school) and Masha, 20, who knew
how to sew. So Egor arrivecl at Kazan station with bis brother and sister one
morning in the winter of 1935. Thanks to their unde, the two others found ajob
straight away at the depot of this huge railway complex. A bed was found for
them in extremely basic dormitories that the station had built for its employees.
But Egor wanted a room he could bring his wife to. He heard that on the edge of
the city, in the Medvedkovo district, a huge industrial area was being deve10ped
and that on waste ground shacks (baraki) were being built for the workers. Egor
went there, found the building site and the shacks - long log houses, each of
which was intended to house several dozen families. It so happened that they
were looking for someone to he in charge of one of them. Egor made it clear
that he was married, macle a good impression (the man in charge was perhaps
from the same region); in short, he got the joh (which was very poorly paid) and
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above an a place in the shack. His wife soon joined him. SubsequenrJy they

We are going to introduce other characters into this stoT)', and move gradua11y
from their living conditions to their working conditions, and then to their attitudes and values and their truly Ïnternalised cultural model: this is what we neecl
to grasp from the inside, to understand whether and how long it retained its
power over people's minds.

would have two sons, Anatoly in 1936, Viktor in 1938.
Egor died in 1977, but his son VtklJJr was able ta describe to us the baraki in
Medvedkovo among which he grew up.

The people were used to village life, so they felt at home here in
Polegorodok - 'the little town in the fields', that's what we called it.
They were among their own kind. If you like, Polegorodok wasn't any
bigger than a Russian village. It consisted of several single-storey long

wooden baralii, with vegetable gardens all around. At one end of the
bllTok., there were a communal kitchen and toilets. It had a central
corridor with dOOTS. Each farrùly had its own door and window, but
inside you could separate out the space as you wished. There were no

dividing wa11s. People put up partitions, but they were, in a way symbolic. Everyone mew everyone, everyone knew everything about
everyone. Vou never locked the cloors, of course, and nobody would
have taken a carrot or even a radish from yOUf vegetable garden, even if
yOll hadn't put a fence around it. We children ran an aver the place.
Our mothers were at work aIl day, but they weren't worried: they knew
that there was no danger, it was like in the village, there was a1ways
someone left to look after us.
Of course, a.o;; soon as the snow rnelted, people spent aIl their

In the late 1930s, shortly after securing his job as supervisor of the baroJc, Egor
brought to Moscow - or rather to Polegorodok, to his own bamk - duee other

brothers (including lvanchik, who was to exce! in growing vegetables in the
middle of winter). AlI three found jobs as workers in the factories of
Medvedkovo. Only the two youngest sisters remained at the Iro/khoz with their
ageing parents: they were to remain peasants ail their lives, with very bad living
conditions which only marginally improved over a long time.
At this rime, tens of thousands of peasants were arriving in Moscow despite
the ruJes for the administrative authorisa1Îon of residence, propiska. There was a
great neecl for labour in the factorÏes and on the building sites of the Soviet
metropolis. This was how the Chernovs came from the Smolensk region, and

also the Sabakovs, who came from a village in the Orlov region and settled in
Polegorodok. Later on, their children or grandchildren would mix their blood
with that of the Zamochins.

THECHERNOVS

evenings working on their vegetable gardens. They talked to one
another frorn one patch to another. There were sorne who had built a
wooden shed to keep a pig, or one or two sheep and sorne chickens.

Sorne even had a cow. People grew vegetables and then sold them at the
1

/1
Il
1

markets in Moscow; it paid weil. My unde Ivanchik, rny father's
younger brother, had noticed that there was a steam-pipe that passed
underground near to his shed; he was crafty, he sowed vegetables there
before the winter. People said to him, 'You're mad', but the vegetables
grew. In the midd1e of winter, he hanrested onions, cabbages, lettuces,

Let us take the Chernovs next. Trldum and TaiUma gat married in 1918 in the
village of Filipovo in the Smolensk region. They were prosperous peasants. They
had only three children: Maria, the e!des~ burn in 1919 (she is one of our main
witnesses; much later her daughter Rimma would many Viktor Zamochin);

the beginning of the 1950s, the years in which the legitimacy of the 'Soviet'
cultural mode!, as redefmed by Stalin, was at its height.

Konstantin, barn in 1926; and Valia, born in 1930.
Following the collectivisation hf the land, the situation of wealthy peasants
became catastrophic. Tikhon and Tatiana escaped the repression of the kulnki by
very quickly joining the Iro/ldw;;, but with the work vouchers they were given, they
did not even have enougb to buy shoes for their children. Tikhon then decided
(in 1934) to leave for Moscow. He succeeded in getting work in a metalworking
factory which lodged him in a hoste! for single won ers. He tried to save to send
money to his famil)l but his salary was too small.
Even before their e1dest daugbter Maria had finished her seven years of compulsory schooling in the village, her mother Tatiana sent her to Moscow to join her
[ather and fmd a job. This was in 1935, when Maria was only sixteen. ln Moscow
she was accepted on an accelerated training course as a vodka sales assistant (for
which her seven years at school were not required). As her father could not keep her
indefinitely with him in an enrirely male hastel, he ended up by suggesting that she
should sharo the room of a female friend of his. It did not take Maria long to realise
that this woman W3S her father's mÏstress; she wrote to her rnother describing the
situation to her and adding that she wanted to retUTn home to the village.
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pars1ey and fenne!, and he made sorne dosh out of it.
People had no money at all. It was very difficult in the years after the
war, even in the 1950s. But the atmosphere was friendly. ln the middle
of Polegorodok, we built a big hall, consÙ1Jcted of stone. During the
holidays, we cooked giant crocks full of stew and shared the food
amongst us. Everyone brought a plate, someone played the accordion,

and we sang and danced.
VIktor's childhood memories can be dated with precision. Viktor was barn in
1938 in the barak which his father Egor supervised. He was seven years old when
the Great Patriotic War ended. His description therefore concerns the 1940s and
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But Tatiana decided otheIWise. She had scarcely received the letter before she
packed her case, took her two young children (Nikolaï was nine and Valia six)
and an1ved without any warning at her husband's place in Moscow. This

were full to bursting point), or that they could be suffering the consequences of
a self-induced abortion. It was for this reason that Tatiana, Maria's mother,
soon found herself in great demand in the barak she was looking after not only
her granddaughter, Rirnma, but other children too. Childcaring quickly
became virtually her profession, for which she was paid in foodstufTs and
clothing, sometimes money - which was very timely, as her husband had sent
no word and no money. This illiterate but calm, gentle and responsible peasant
woman became a kind of mother figure for the barak community.
The war fmally ended. Tikhon never came home. He had disappeared in the
confusion. (In spite of the repeated requests made after the war by his second
daughter, Valia, the laboratory assistant, who through her work was in contact
with the military authorities, the latter would never supply any detaUs about his
fate.) losir, Maria's husband, was badly injured in the knee; he was to limp for
the rest of his life. He returned with the Red Star medal, but he refused to speak
about his years at the front. The memory was too painfUl.
Nine months after the return of the husbands to Polegorodok, a veritable
flowering of babies re-peopled the barak. Among them was Natalia, losif and
Maria's second daughter. A third child would be born ten years later in 1955; a
boy called luri who was to be his mother's little darling (we shall meet him
again).
In 1948, Maria's sister, Valia the lahoratory assistant, married a secondary
school teacher ten years her senior. He was Evgenii. He had been in the war,
had been taken prisoner by the Germans (be didn't brag about il) and
survived. He was passionate about history and pedagogy, an excellent teacher.
However, one day an envoy from the local Party committee came to see the
headmaster of his school: because of his captivity during the war, Evgenii had
been deemed unreliable, and Soviet children were not to he entrusted to his
care. Stalin had demanded that his soldiers should never surrender, so by
allowing himself to be captured alive Evgenii had betrayed his fatherland, and
by surviving the terrible cotulitions of captivity he had betrayed it a second
time. 'You can count yourself lucky to have escaped the camps!' the civil
servant in charge of purging the cadres told him. Totally prohibited from
teaching, Evgenii now had to make do with a job repairing typewriters,
spending his days with workmates who had no interest whatever in history or
literature, but who were mainly concerned with their wages and thcir 'collective drinking binges'. Evgenii would have just one daughter, Natasha (born in
1950), who would tater study economics at university.
As for Maria's brother, Konstantin the policeman, in 1951 he married a
young woman who was a1so from the country, an unskilled worker. They would
have two children: Sergei, born in 1954, who was later to study law (note the
relationship between the father's profession and the son's choice of studies) and
Tania, born in 1956, who like her mother left education very eady and took up a
modest job as a caretaker.

provoked a crisis: it was out of the question that Tatiana and her children should
live in a hostel for unmarried workers. Tikhon made amends, broke off with his
mistress, looked for accommodation for his faroily, but found only an extremely

expensive hotel room. Tatiana was desperate. She did not even have enough
money for a ticket home. In the end she decided that the only solution was to

,
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her house in the village of Filipovo. With the money from the sale, she managed
to fmd a room in Medvekovo. The whole family was then cranuned into it. (This
was the cornmon housing standard of the time.)
The two youngest children, therefore, went to school in Moscow. The bOY1
Konstantin, was conscripted ioto the army at the age of sixteen in 1941,
survived the war and joined the police in 1945 (thanks to which he quite
quickly - and very unusually - got his own fQOm in another communal apartment). Valia, who had completed her secondary education, found a job as an
assistant in a laboratory conducting secret research for the army. As for Maria,
the eldest, she fell in love at the age of twenty with a young man of her own
age, Iosif, a metalworker of peasant origin who was living in Polegorodok. He
married her in 1941 and took her with him to the baT/u, where his family lived.
Everyone crarnrned in a bit more tightly to give the young couple a corner of
the room.
IosiJ, Maria's young spouse, bom in 1922, was the youngest of a family of
seven children. His paren~ peasants from the Orlov region, came to Moscow or rather to Polegorodok - with ail of their children in the 1930s. He was nineteen in 1941, which was the year of his marriage; it is also the year the USSR
entered the war. As he was a skilled professional (he knew how to work meta.! by
hand), he was mobilised as an aspiring officer and began the war near to
Moscow in a military academy. He was even allowed to visit his young wife. It
was during one of these visits that their flTSt child was conceived, Rimma, born
in 1943. Then losif left for the front
In spite of his age, Maria's father Tikhon was also called up. His wife Tatiana
then found hcrself without resources (she didn't have ajob) and moved in with
her eldest daughter, Maria, in losif's barak. Maria gave birth to Rinuna, oruy
leaving her job as a sales assistant for two weeks; then she entrusted the baby to
her mother and returned to her job. She was working in a large food shop, which
gave her a certain facility of access to basic foodstuffi (bread, margarine), thanks
to which there was always something to eat at home.
During the war years, the discipline imposed on workers was extremely
harsh: all of our testimonies agree on this point. Arriving five minutes late
meant losing your salary for the whole day. Unjustified absence could bring
arrest and deportation. This discipline created particular problems for young
women and mothers, problems that were virtually insoluble. No account was
taken of the fact that they might be pregnant, or their child il! (the creches
30
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THE OLDER SOVIET-BORN GENERATION

for 29 years, and her husband a turner in the same factol)' for 31 years. Victor,
Rimma's husband, she says has been a bus driver for 37 yeaTs (she's still
counting); and her own son, Iurii, a lorry driver for the same combinat (metaI
factory) for 20 years.
Maria's tone is that of observation, but of an observation that values stabilit:y
in work and which seems to say: wc did not look to irnprove our position, we did
not look for easier jobs, we accepted tough working conditions and low salaries
with courage. We showed ourselves to be dependable and loyal - good workers.
We did our best in the jobs that were assigned to us.

Before pursuing the life paths of the suceeding generations, let us spend a
moment Iooking at the generation of Maria and Iosi[, Va1ia and Evgenii,
Konstantin and his wife. They are all of peasant origin (apart from Evgenii),
were born between 191 7 and 1928, and came to Moscow with their parents in
the 1930s to Oee the kn/Jdroz (this was also the case of Egor's flVe brothers and
sisters, born between 1912 and 1921, who emigrated ta Moscow where their
unde had already sett/ed, and that of Iosif's seven brothers and sisters). AImost
ail of them spent their teenage years, and later made a home, in Polegorodok, in
an atmosphere of communal living: It was in overpopulated baraki that their chil. dren were born and brought up in the 1940s and 1950s. We have already brieOy
described Polegorodok's community spirit and the harshness of the working
conditions. One last point remains to be added: the stability of employment.
This was strikingly illustrated by Maria's story. She had always worked as a
simple sales assistant in the sarne chain of food shops. In 58 years of uninterrupted work, she only changed shop three times and was never promoted. She
was 75 years old at the time of the interview. Maria told her life story without
displaying any emotion. Her phrases were lack lustre. She described her life, now
nearing its end, as long and grey without any highlights. There was nothing
endearing or attractive about her. The weight of an entirely predetermined daily
life made her what she is today. She doubtless had to get used to regarding her
body Iike a machine, a machine made to suit the needs of her family and her
work. Now the machine is broken (one leg paralysed) and she is no good for
anything ...
Maria remained faithful all her life to her work and family. This loyalty, which
she is unable to comment on because to her it is 50 self-evident, was only
expressed when she was asked about the career paths of the members of her
extended family. Without passion, but with a certain pride, she mentioned that
mûst of them worked for the same 'administration' for most of their lives. This
was the case with her brother Konstantin, who remained an ordinary policeman
until he retired; and her sister VaJia, laboratory assistant aJl her life in the sarne
military research centre. And also her husband Iosif, who was a worker ail his life
in the same factory until his death in 1968, run over by a car. About him, she
could manage to say nothing more than that when he died - when she hersetf
was 49 - she was therefore obliged to resume very long working hours, from
eight in the morning until eight at night for six clays every week.

THE SECOND SOVIET-BORN GENERATION
There was the same stability of work fOT most of the next generation, those born
in the 1930s and 1940s. Thus Maria's e1dest daughter Rimma has been a kindergarten assistant for 27 years, her second daughter Natalia, a warehouse worker
32

Mariil, Y"" were a saks assistant a/1your lift, /WW come Y"" dut not taJœ advantage
of.JOU' positWn? During the perim! of the zastnjnyj (stagnation), all slwp girls mmfe
substantu.l amoums of tnoTII!J, il is a well-/owwn facto WIry didn'tyouJ
1 was never able te steaJ. It's true that in the shop everyone did 'deals'.
Apart from me and a few other old women. That's why I was never
promoted: because the others that stole, and the bosses that stole even
more, didn't trust me. They kept me out of things, and the bosses
warned me: 'If yeu speak, you're out'. 1 never said anything.
Let us now move on to the life paths of the two generations that came after
that of Maria. We shall see how they experienced the thaw under Khrushchev
and the zastl!inyj, the renewed freeze under Brezhnev, before being plunged into
the turbulence of perestruika and the end of the USSR.
Let us consider flfst the two sons of Egor, the head of one of the baraki in
Polegorodok. The e1dest, Anatolii, was born there in 1936. He liked above all
freedom of movement, doing what he wanted. He therefere preferred the
company of cornrades outside Polegorodok. This was how he discovered the
advantages provided \ly anonymity within a giant metropolis. But his initiation
into urban ways of life did not bring him luck.
According to his brother VIktor, he started associating with youths who hung
about in the streets and ran on spirt (highly concentrated alcohol). He abandoned
school, left home to do his military service, and returned already an alcoholic.
He moved from one unskilled job te the next, could not fmd a woman that
wanted him, and died (in 1971) aged only 35.
Vtktor, Anatoly's younger brother (the one who described life at Polegorodok
50 well), had a very different charaeter. Born in 1938, he 5tudied persistently, and
passed the entranee exam for the sch(X)1 of trolley-bus drivers in Moseow, a
worker's profession that was respected and very weil paid. U nder the Soviet
regime, the salaries of highly skilled workers were much higher than those of
doctors, lawyers and other inteUectuals. Even in 1993 a trolley-bus driver's salary
was six times that of a researcher in the social sciences.
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In 1963, Viktor was 25; he met Rimma, Maria's eldest daughter, and married
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her (so bringing the threads of our parallel stories together). On account of the
acute shortage of housing, Rimma came to live with him in the baralc. Their two
daughters, Marina (1964) and Tania (1967), were bom there.
But the era of Polegorodok was coming to an end. Khrushchev had fmally
suceeeded Stalin and, in 1956, he twisted the knife in the wound by denouncing
the crimes of his predecessor. For a while the rhetoric of Cold War gave way to
proclamations of peaceful coexistence and competition Qvec the people's weHbeing, asserting that soon the superiority of the socialist mode! would he
demonstrated by better living conditions. Khrushchev had been to the USA and
was captivated by the apartrnents of his American Communist [rienels. AIl the
baraki must be razed to the ground, he declared on his retuTn, and a huge
programme must be launched to build smaJl modern four-storey blocks, each
family having its own apartrnent. 4
Polegorodok, along with other bard neighbourhoods, was demolished at the
end of the 1960s. The farnilies were rehoused in different Moscow suburbs.
Overcrowding remained the rule: three generations lived together in tioy apartments (the upper limit was twenty square metres per person; the lower limit,
be!ow which you could begin the procedure for requesting a larger apartrnent,
was ten square metres per person). Mostly, moreover, they were still communal
apartrnents, with several families sharing the same kitchen, bathroom and toilet,
and the same telephone (when there was one). The uprooted peasants, who at
Polegorodok had managed to recreate a village community in the middle of
Moscow, were scattered in all directions and thus became aware of their alienation in the city. They fe!t marginalised there and were regarded as such by
native Moscovites, despite the prevalent workerist rhetoric.5 The communaJ
spirit of the living conditions had thus disappeared. But it lived on at the same
time in the workplace. VLkor and Rimma attest to this.
Rimma, Viktor's wife and Maria's e1dest child, was born in 1943 in a barak in
Polegorodok. Very sociable, interested in the welfare of others, and steeped in
communal values (she was bTOUght up by her peasant grandmother, Tatiana), she
be1ieved in socialism and passionately wished to serve it. Just as she was fmishing
her secondary education in 1960, the League of the KomsomoIs (Communist
Youth) was launcbing a big campaigo which consisted in sending the youth 'to
rebuild the kolkhoz'. Four of her cornrades wished to join it -with her, but their
parents were against it and threatened to eut off their support. The five friends
then got jobs at the warehouse of the Medvekovo food shops in order to make
sorne pocket money before setting off. Rimma herself was kept back al
Medvekovo hospital by a nasty eut on her band, while her friends, having discovered the reality of /w/JJw;c life, escaped and retumed to Moscow at the first
opportunity.
Recovered from her injury, Rimma resumed her job at the warehouse and was
soon promoted. The local Party cadres spotted her dynarnism and socialisl
convictions and gave her special responsibilities. In 1966 she was invited to join
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the party, a mark of trust of which she is very pTOud. She enTOUed at the Institute
of National Economy, preparing for a career as a manager in large-scale distribution. But meanwhile she fell in love with a bus driver, who took her every evening

to Polegorodok: it's our VIktor. They got married, she was expecting a baby and
VIktor _ who was on a good wage - told her to break off her studies in order to
look after their baby. Rirnma resigned herself to leaving the Institute, and instead
began working as a kindergarten assistant. This hecame the prolession that she

still exercises. This cessation of her professional career as a result of marriage also

ended her political activities. The kindergarten assistants were ail women and Rimma says - not interested in political activism.
On the other hand, her work enviromnent was very integrated. Rimma (who
was 50 at the time we interviewed her) remembers her first years as a kindergarten assistant with nostalgia: 'We all knew one another, we all got together on
Sundays, filteen of us in our two-room fiat; we told one another everything, we
shared everything, joys and misfortunes.' Without realising it perhaps, Rimma
had recreated around her the communal atmosphere she had so loved during

her childhood in Polegorodok, and of course as a young koms017WI.
The nostalgia which Rimma expressed in 1992, after the rail of the regime,
was not confined to nostaJgia for her youth. It expressed a much deeper malaise,
that of the irretrievable loss of the cultural mode! which created a social fabric
integrating Soviet society through values that were shared, if not by everyone at
j

least by the vast majority. Her husband VIktor says the same thing, though more
laconically: '1 still do the same job, 1 go to the bus depot every morning, but the
atmosphere isn't the same. These days, no one needs anyone anymore.' Yet VIktor
drives his trolley-bus as before. His objective working conditions have not

changed. But a symbolic order has fallen apart, and sc far nothing has replaced it.
Rimma's sister, Natalia, married a wood-turner and remained a skilled
worker in the same factory. Rer brother Iurii is a lorry driver. It was on him that

bis mother Maria had pinned ail her hopes:
<
When my hlin was born 1 was already 36. He was very clifferent from
his sisters: always moving, noisy, stubborn, but very lavable. He did
exactly what he liked. He had a lot of trouble fmishing bis compulscry
education. But he was good at maths, sc 1 put his name down for the
entrance exarn to a technical college. It was a very good college that

trained radio technicians. 1 hoped sc much that he would take the exam.
He passed it. For one month, he left early in the morning, as if he were
going ta coUege, and he carne home at the end of the aftemoon.
Then, one day, he came home in the middle of the clay. Perhaps he
was ashamed. 1 asked him, 'Why are you back so early today, Iurii?'
'Mum, 1 haven't stepped foot in college for two or three weeks. 1
don't want to study anymore.'

1 had such a shock, 1 stood there in the middle of the room speechless, rooted to the spot, unable to move or to utter a word ...
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Iuru lert to do bis military seIVice for two years, where he leamed to drive. On
his retum, he became a lony driver. He got married, fathered a little girl, but
started drinking and his wife left him, taking the child. He returned to live with
his mother. That was ten years ago. He is still there. He spends al1 his free time
listening to his cassettes of rock music. He is drinking more and more.
80 in this generation, that of Viktor and his brother Anatoly, of Rimma,
Natalia and Iurii, yOll were born in the baraki - villages in the heart of the citywithin an emerging working class, and in generaJ yOll stayed a worker. Rimma
might have pursued a career that would have led her to the status of a cadre, but
that would have jeopardised her marriage. Her cousin Natasha, the only
daughter of Valia the laboratory assistant, becarne an economist; she is an
exception. Another cousin, Sergei, the policernan's son, was a lawyer; but now he
has gone back to being a worker and earns a better living that way.
For this generation, who were in their fifties in the 1990s, remaining a worker
was not derneaning. As they relate, apartments may have been tiny and foodstuffs scarce, but everybody was in the same boat. The standard of living was
slowly improving, and Iife was predictable. Things were getting better, at least as
far as daily life was concerned, and making plans had sorne meaning. But
Gorbachev's perestraika destreyed ail of that. The nostalgia of this adult generation is based therefore on an objective reality, as weIl as on a vague sense of a loss
of meaning. Not just the 1055 of Empire but 10ss of everyday normality, security
and togetherness.

a way of reducing unemployment. So the search for housing became her obsession. Marina had understood how much her mother Rirnma had suffered from
not having her own apartment.
Rimrua had indeed waited until the age of 49 before getting her own apartment. She recalIs regretfully:

THE POST-THAW SOVIET GENERATION

1
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If VIktor and Rirnma, who both work in the public sector, can see the transformation in work relations clearly, the end of the Gemeinsclulfi in the workplace,
what can he said about their two daughters, Marina and Tania, three years
between their ages, who are confronted with the new conditions of production?
How are they, who helong to the rising generation, adapting to the changes?
On completing her secondary education in 1982, MarituJ. found work at the
state-run Central Market in Moscow, in a shop selling second-hand items. Very
quickly she realised that ail of the staff wcrc dealing in the goods that were
entrusted to them, and involved in illegal but all-pervasive racketeering. Her
colleagues u;ed to initiate her into their schemes, but she could not settle in. The
values of scrupulous honesty taught her by her grandmother Maria, and by her
mother (a sincere Communist), made her too uneasy. So it got to the point where
she was rejected by the staff team and she left her job - a job that is today highly
sought after, and offered at a premium of hundreds of thousands of roubles
because it 1S so very lucrative.
In fact, Marina's goal was to have her own apartment so as to start a family;
in other words, to live normally, if need be as a housewife ~ an attitude shared by
many of today's young women and encouraged by the 'democratic' politicians as
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When Marina got married - of course she was living with us - she
brought her husband to live in our two-room flat. They took one rQom
and our other daughter, Tania, moved into our rQOm [she was already
17]. Then Marina became pregnant, and her child was born. Thal
made a lot of people. Then it was Tania's turn to man")'. She went to
live with her husband at her mother-in-Iaw's, but it didn't last. She
quarrelled with her and came back to us with her husband. For a year
[1987], we were three couples in two reorus plus the baby, until Marina
got an apartment.
This testimony does not describe an unusual situation, but rather the statistical nOTIll. Although there has not been a national sUIvey of the Soviets'
housing since the end of the 1920s, for questions relating to housing wcre
removed from censuses at that time and only reintroduced in 1989,6 we can estimate that in over 80 per cent of cases a young married couple had no choice but
to live with the parents of one of them for several years ~ at least in Moscow.
80 Marina had long dreamed of having her own place. We should hear in
mind that under the socialist regime there was nothing like a free housing
market. You could neither buy nor rent, but simply put your name on a waiting
list and waited ten or fifteen years, or longer, for the administration ta see fit to
grant you a new apartment in exehange for the oid one. But Marina really
wanted an apartment for herself. So she started working on a vohmtary basis for
an organisation in charge of apartment exchanges, as Wlder their rules every
employee could recéive one after three years of voluntary service. She did not
seek to take advantage of the privileged access to information that her position
gave her; she waited confidently. Mter two years, the organisation was dissolved.
It so happened that, fortunately, having got married (to a radio technician) in the
meantime and frnding herself pregnant, she had been put on a priority list at lhr
last minute. Thus, despite her fundamental honesty, she finally gained possessIon
of an apartrnent in Moscow. She now works as a check-out assistant, is bringing
up her child, and does not complain about her lot. Rer mother and materrlaJ
grandmother taught her 'to be content with what you have', to appreciate the
'simple things of life' to which honest work gives you access.
Marina's younger sister, Tania, has very different ambitions. Influenced by
the wheeler-dealer atmosphere that now prevails, she wants 'to carn money'.
She is resolutely 'modern'. Tania got a job in an independent 'cooperative'.
originally set up by a large state-run computing company which was seeking te
house its managers; a cooperative which quickly became autonomouS under the
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impetus of its director at a cime when a Western-style housing market was
developing in Moscow, fed by the very high demand for housing; Tania works
weil and long hours, and gets a good salary, which she negotiated herself: '1
went to see the boss and said to hirn, "] don't earn enough; 1 nced arise, otherwise l'Il quit". He asked, "How much?" 1 said, "10,000 roubles" (ten times my
mother's salary). He replied, "OK, you'll get it".'
But Tania is shocked by what she has discovered about rnarket-economy work
relations:

l'
Il,

(

"

Our managers are young men who are in constant competition with
one another, do everything to push aside their colleagues and who at
the same time use alI the means they cao to de rive personal advantage
from the company. Us women are not supposed to get involved in their
deals; besides, the boss doesn't alIow it. l would really like to help seU
the apartments and take my cut from the sales. We women just prepare
the fIles and keep the accounts.
The boss is doing weil, l have to say. The sale of apartments simply
provides him with cash flow. InJune [1992] we were scarcely out of the
red. But he's set up a housing construction company in parallel; that's
what he wanted from the beginning. N ow alI of our debts go to the
company that set us up [the big computing company], while we keep
the profits that come from the construction business. That's severa!
million roubles.
By rights we should share it out Why? Because we're alI members of
the cooperative, we're paid out of the profits. When the company
wasn't making any profit, we worked for no salary and even harder.
Now the money's coming in but we don't have any clear criteria for
sharing it out. The boss tells us: 'We're going to expand and take on
more members of the cooperative, 1 have to keep a share for them.' Let
thcm come, show us what they can do and make money for the
company; then they'll be paid.
The real problem is that the boss is pushing his sons. He aJways says
that he', not working for himself but for his sons. The eldest has ooly just
fmished secondary school; his /àther has enrolled him on a special
(private) accountancy course. It's very expensive and it's our company
that's paying; Then he'll send him te the Institute for Higher Business
Studies. That will cost even more. And immediately afterwards - he's told
us - his son will take over the company. He cornes to visit; he thinks he
owns the place, he even makes passes at us, it's totally disgusring. When
the younger one is old enough, his father will set up another company for
him. Sc what about us? Who are we working for in the end?

In spite of her 'modern' values, Tania fmds it hard te get used to the idea that
the company she is working for is a private company. The initial ambiguity
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(Gorbachev had authorised the creation of private companies, but used the term
'cooperatives' for them) has not yet lost all its rneaning for Tania. How can it be
right for profits generated by the work of dozens of people to be appropriated by
one single person?
At one of the interviews, both Tania and her mother Rimma were together.
The daughter asked her mother: 'Frankly, Muru, it's a question of principle.
How cao you cali what you do [a kindergarten assistant] ajJb when it's so badly
paid?' 'Yes, but there's the respon.sibility,' her mother replied straight away. Is that
the moral feeling that held a whole social system together for half a century?
But Tania is not satisfied with an answer based on morality, a concept that in
any case she doesn't understand: 'Murn, that's got nothing to do with my question. How much do you earn? [A rhetorical question, as she knows the answer:
1,000 roubles, about .[3.50 a month.] l get 10,000 roubles, with prospects of
earning 16,000 soon. What about you?' ln answer to this rhetoricaJ question, the
mother replies in the same terms: 'Do you really think there's any point in

ralking about us?'
'Us': ÎIlStead of talking about herself as an individual, Rimma uses the collective pronoun. 'Us' is the previous generation, the one that precisely still regarded
itself as an 'us' and not as an accumulation of 'me 's, or even 'l's. This fratemal
'we' into which the individual blends is thus the ultimate reference point, the
source of rneaning and identity for this generation of Soviet people, in the same
way as the individual 'me' is for, Iet's say, an American. But today this 'us' is
rapidly dissolving in the harsh climate of market-oriented relations.
Tania thinks differently. She makes a direct link between the quality and quancity of her professional activity and her incorne, which she regards in no way as a
salary: she mokes mmzey for her company and coUects her share. There is certaitÙy
an 'us' here, but it is economically judged, shot through with competitive rivalries, and has very little symbolic value - more a matter of compatibility. It is an
opportunistic 'us'. If Tania fmds a better job tomorrow (she is already thinking
about it), she willleave this fairweather 'us' for another one without any regrets.
Rational action presupposes an actor and a goal: under the new conditions, the
actor is the individu:ÎI and the goal is his or her bank accounL
But even for Tania, who has grasped the new rules of the garne very weU,
there are limits to individualistic forms of behaviour; a certain morality should
govern people's behaviour. She has not yet succeeded in adopting the full
mentality of the modern-day Raskolnikovs: now that Lenin is dead, anything
that succeeds goes.
ANALYSIS
As schematic as this outline case study may he, it provides sorne useful elements
for an anthropological understanding of the Soviet urban popular classes. The
social history of the Zamochkin family is not unique. On the contrary, by virtue
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of the social trajectories of its successive generations, it constitutes a typical story
in the creation of the urban proletariat in Russia. There are other family stories
which are more tragic, and, conversely; other peasant or working-class families
succeeded in placing their children on "higher' career paths. This is therefore an
average family. We do not daim that it is an ideal type, only that the lift expi!7Unces
of its members, and above ail the sequence of contexts lived through - the
migration from the village to the city, the long period living in haraki, and then in
overcrowded apartments, their working contexts, their stability of employment all of this was experienced and lived through by millions of other families. To
the extent that we can see life experiences as internalised as a cultural model or
hahiius, and personal values and identity not as independent of life contexts and
experiences but rather as their symbolised expression, it will be agreed that thi"
particular story contains elements of general significance. ft remains to separate
them from the narrative and to reconstruct their coherence.
We are seeking to identify the constituent clements of the value system of the
Soviet popular classes. We propose to do this in a historieal perspective, tracing
its genesis back to the pre-revolutionary period. But this genesis is not
autonomous. The fOTllLS which this value system took in each era depended not
muy on the evolution of preceding forms, but also on the relationship established
between the rulers and the ruled. A common thread will guide us on this
journey: the concept of moral economy. 7 At each successive stage of the development of the Soviet system, the unspoken pact between those that govern and
those that are governed (our 'popular classes') changes; the moment the moral
economy of any society is destabilised, it seeks a new equilibrium. 8 We shall
examine four stages: the traditional Russian peasantry at the end of the Tsarist
regime, a peasantry from which the vast majority of the Soviet popular classes
emerged, including, of course, the industriaJ working class; the creation of the
'Soviet mode!' under Stalin; the gradual moral disintegration of this model
lUlder Khrushchev, Brezhnev and even Gorbachev; and fmally, the current
period.

THE COMMUNAL/CULTURAL MODEL OF THE RUSSIAN
PEASANTRY
What this short journey through a Soviet 'family' history has allowed us to
glimpse is the potency of a cultural mode! - that might be described as commUTuû.
lt c1early has its fOots in the peasantl]~ but it has survived for a long rime within
the metropolis, supported both by the communal style of living and by the
"Soviet' form of work relations: stability of employment, the central importance
of the 'collective' (the work team), and the absence of markets in the Western
sense Gob markets, housing markets). The type of social action (in Weberian
terms) implied by tbis cultural mode! differs from the four types proposed by
Max Weber, even if it contains e1ements that are borrowed from them. Indeed, it
4{)
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is orny secondarily that it cao be described as rational in goals) or rational in
values, emotional or traditional (in the Weberian sense, a quasi-automatic action
that is based on habit). None the less, it is certainly a type of behaviour that is
entirely coherent. Its primary aim-' is the integration of the actor Înto the group.
which also means an individual contribution to the integration of the group. This
type of 'group-oriented' behaviour certainly contains an element of what
Habermas called communicational action. However, what is aimed at IS not sa
much communicational rationality as emotional and symbolic integration.
This communaJ cultural mode1 has cieep historical roots. These are particular
to Russia, whose peasant cultural model had been shaped over the centuries by
the Orthodox Church and by serfdom, and was based on the peasant commune,
the obshchina, better known in the West by the name of mir. 9 To put it brieOYl in
most of Russia the peasants regarded the lands of the village, or rather the
'commune' (obshchina), as belonging de jure to the feudal lord, but also de facw to
the commune itselC They were periodically redistributed by the council of the
COmIDillle made up of the family heads, the larger families - counted by sons
only, not daughters - being given the larger holdings. The feudallords relied on
tbis ancient custom lo levy their taxes (unless it was the levying of taxes that kepl
the custom going - there is still uncertainty about this): they did not demand
payment of these taxes from the head of each family individually, but from the
commillle as a whole. It was up to the commillle to sort out how to divide up the
cost between the households and to colleet the dues. l 0 The communes were thus
obliged to meet frequently and to deliberate lUltil a consensus emerged. This is
one of the deepest roots of the communal idea in Russia.
But we must also take account of the considerable influence of the Orthodox
Church. lts conception of the world was focused around several central ideas.
First of ail, that the Orthodox Church is the direct heir of Christ the Martyr, via
Byzantium, and that the Church of Rome is merely a fTaud. Second, the
community of believers must unite around their religious leader and smooth out
any difTerences of opinion among them; he is their guide, and any discussion of
ideas, any theological debate, any division, is to be avoided. What is essential is
union and true faith, that which cornes from the heart. The heretical West, with
its ideas of free discussion, democracy and modernisation, its intcllectualism,
stirs up division and confusion, from which the faithful nced to be protected. To
believe, to obey, submit and live in harmony with the corrununity of be1ievers:
that is what the Orthodox Church expects of them. ll
ft is moreovcr striking to note the extent ta which the Conununist Party of
the Soviet Union, or rather that of Stalin, put the 'progranuue' of the Orthodox
Church into practice: isolation from the West and protection from its noxious
influences by c10sed frontiers, bath physical and symbolic; the requiremem of
faith, obedience, trust, respect for authority; the rejection of a critical spirit [hal
was dubbed 'deviationism' (the Church spoke of 'heresy') and community spirit.
This communal model might have disintegrated if the migration ta the
cities had been accompanied by entry into a market-based society in which
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individualism would have deve!oped. But the opposite occurred: the barak style
of housing reproduced the life of the village. The administrative allocation of
jobs, job security, and above all the lack of a direct relationship between the
work carried out (both in terms of quantity and quality) within the 'collective'
and the redistributed salary - all of these features of the Soviet system tended
to discourage a spirit of initiative (in comparison with the market-economy
regime that bas structured the development of Western countries). What is
more, the 'totalitarian' ideology developed under Stalin reinforced the power
of the communal model, in that it was founded on familiar schemas, reappropriating their contents while giving them an ostensibly new form,
through collectivist language.
This was, of course, not without its contradictions. The peasants freshly
arrived in the city, who had owned their ieba (wooden house) in the village,
perhaps did not appreciate being piled on top of each other in the collective
baraki, But on the other hand, having just arrived in an unfamiliar world, they
needed to stick together, to fee! that they were surrounded by villagers like themselves. The popular Russian expression 'tü [eel someone's elbow' has a positive
connotation. 12 hnmigrants from the countryside keep one another warm, or
help one another out.
One can, therefore, hypothesise that the communal model of the Russian
peasantry was not destroyed but preserved by the particular manner in wruch
they were received in the Soviet cities. It is even like1y that a significant part of
the StaJinist ideology drew its inspiration not from the tcxts of Marx and Lenin
(who both despised the peasantry), but !Tom the experience of the Russian peas-

'Marxism-Leninism', an expression coined by Stalin which Lenin probably and
Marx certainly would have vehemently rejected, became the official ideology,
repeated ad injinitum, Millions of prosperous peasants, specialists trained at the
cime of the Tsar and ordinary peasants and workers, Dot to mention many sincere
Communist activists, wcre thrown into prison, into camps or executed by a bullet
in the neck. 16 Even today wc do not know the exact number of victims of thase
leaclen years; wc only know that they run Înto the millions. Yet when Marina
Malysheva asks Maria (born in 1919), for example, if her farnily suffered under
the purges, the answer cornes curt and to the point: 'That didn't concem us.'
Indeed, seen and experienced from the inside, totalitarianism presented a
different face. The crimes of the state remained secret. The arrests were accompanied by justifications that were plausible in the eyes of people at the time: even
those that carried out the arrests could believe in these motives. They were cogs
in a gigantic machine which, subjectively, believed it was working to develop the
cOlmtry in the right direction, that of scientific socialism. Ac; it was, the development was slow in coming: there was a very severe cruis in agriculture and a
seizing-up of the maehinery of the planned economy. On paper, the command
economy was a perfectly rational mode!: 'it should have worked', Since it hardly
worked and there was no question of doubting the theory, it was the system's
opponents who were doing their best to sabotage its implementation. A 'plausible' explanation for the rime, which justified' the elimination of these

ants ... 13
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What is the re!ationship between t1ùs communal cultural mode!, which
appears to be 50 potent among the Zamochkins, and among many other Russian
families, with Soviet ideology? Is it primarily a matter of continuity, or of reinterpretation?

UNDER STALIN: TIIE CREATION OF TIIE SOVIET
CULTURAL MODEL

:!

Stalin's elimination of his rivals in the race for power, fust by means of political
struggle and then by policing and repression, constituted a radical break with the
1920s. We can speak of a 'revolution within the revolution', or, more accurately
perhaps, of a counter-revolution within the revolution. 14 The dream of the
emancipation of the workers proclairned by Marx ended with Stalin's capture of
power and the establishment of a totalilarian regirne that abolished civil rights,
freedom of expression and criticism, freedom of association and PJlitica1 rights,
whicb had already greatly suffered after the October 1917 Revolution, The
generation of old Bolsheviks was decimated by police repression, It was replaced
in the positions of power by a generation of opportunistic apparatchiks,15
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opponents. 17
The building blocks of Stalin's edifice were, of course, the power relationships.
set in place. Money had lost most of its social power. Education was secondary to
the loyalty owed to the leaders. The dimension of political-administrative power
structured the whole of society from top to bottorn. There were no longer rich
and poor, but merely different levels of power. Officially, Soviet society was made
up of two productive social classes: the kolkJwzniki and workers, and a layer of
'services' intended to organise, manage and aid production. More plausibly:
Soviet society was made up of six strata defmed by their position on the axis of
power: fITst the ruI~ class (which in the USSR was known as the nomenkJatura),
theo the layer of civil servants in positions of power, and third, the mass of free
workers, manual workers in the cities. In fourth place were the mass of
kollîhauUJd" confined to their villages by the internai passport. Fifth, there were
those under house arrest, former prisoners and suspects living in fear, and,
fmaIly, the inmates, the populations of the prisons and camps, who were invisible
on the central stage.
It was necessary to give a positive meaning, a 'soul', to this iron cage: this
carne in the form of the Soviet ideology deve!oped by Stalin and his associates
(such as Makarenko for education). Presented as an original synthesis of the
ideas of Marx, Engels and Lenin, this ideology in faet borrowed many elements
from the communal model of the Russian peasantry, which in turn made it
immediately comprehensible and assimilable by 'the people', Hence the
emphasis placed on the collective, the paternalism of the Party, the state and the
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supreme leader, on respect for the authorities and the submission to their win;
the stigmatisation of non-contormity; the value placed on integration into the
collectives to which yOll belonged and which fitted one into the other like
Russian doUs - the team of kolklrozniki or în the workshop, factory, the regioll, the
republic, the USSR. In other words, a holistic model in which the activity and
life of each person could only have meaning in relationship to the 'wholes' of
which each was a partIS
The power with which this holi,tic cultural model penetrated into people',
consciousnesses surely derives, apart from its daily repetition, [rom its secret similarity with the communal model of the Russian peasants. Wladimir Berelowitch
has provided a convincing demonstration of this with regard to the family. 19 The
[eatures that characterise the Russian peasant family - such as joint ownership,
polynuclearity (cohabitation under the same roof of the parents and the young
couples formed by their sons), patriarchal power, equal status among sons, the
absence of responsibilities and rights of individual, as such - can be found one
by one, albeit in an altered form, in the Soviet model of the urban family. Each
of these [carnres is assigned a new significance by the ideology, but the essentiaJ
point is that values familiar to everyone were thus relegitimised by the sarne allpowerful Party that, a short time before, had advocated greater ease of divorce,
free love and the rejection of patriarchal authority. In this way, clothed in new
language, traditional intrafamilial relations were perpetuated; and the content of
a very old anthropological structure could be preserved.
As Berelowitch points out, the principal chaoge was perhaps in the symbolic
domain: the figure of the father-patriarch being replaced by that of Stalin
himself, of which the real father could only be a 'pale icon'.20 This symbolic
substitution did not come from out of the blue. The father of the family has
indeed been dispossessed of ail of his property, bis legal authority over his children, ms autonomy of decision-making. He was now nothing more than an
ordinary employee, subject to the authority of his 'collective', the State and the
Party. And who precisely now had control over ail the property, legal authority
and autonomy of decision-making if not the Party, embodied institutionally and
symbolically by Stalin?
It thus fen to the aIl-powerful Party to replace the father of the family for
everything relating to the education of his children, their health, growth and
well-hein!} It gave them work, shaped thern, gave them direction and mobilised
them for a glorious task: the concentration of ail the country's energies for the
construction of socialism.
There are many among our older interviewees who believed in this model in
their youth to the point of investing all of their youthful energy in iL The most
ardent among them were those responsible for passing on the message in the
'public' arena - schoolmasters, teachers, philosophers and other intellectuals and those on the receiving end of this educational message - primary and
secondary schoolchildren and students. They had nothing to compare it to.
Their parents, if they had been subjected to collectivisation or repression, may
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have had sorne doubts, but kept quiet to protect themse1ves, and above all to
protect thetr chl1dren. It was only aller months or years of working in a tàctory
or a kolkfwz that the harsh realities'.,of existence started ta open their eyes.
In arder to attempt to undersl:aIld how this all-pervasive ideology could be sa
deeply internalised, it is interesting to note what kind of action it encouraged. It
could not be action for individual ends: individualism was stigmatised as s)TIonymous with semshness. That luxury was reserved for those who took part at their
own risk in the garne of politics. For others, it was a mode of action that was
guided by a sense of dury. Each person in their post had their task to perform,
which was only meaningful when integrated into the task assigoed to the work
team by the plan. 'The others work for you and yOll would refuse to work for
them?' It was impossible to escape trus injunction, which was at the heart of the
Soviet moral economy.
Moreover, this injunction was ruso passed on and reiterated by the people (the
terrn 'individual' here would be anachronistic) themselves to their peers, thus
laterally and not only vertically. If someone did not do his or her work, it was not
oruy him but the whole team that was punished: the principle of collective
responsibility, from which carne a very strong and constant moral pressure on

i.

one another.
When the system started to lose its moral credibility, this collective responsibility flipped over into individual irresponsibility. But to the extent that the
system was credible - and it remained so as long as it was impossible to criticise
it openly - the mode of action guided by the norm was internalised not only as a
sense of duty, but as what one might call, after Mauss, a sense of having received
a gift and as a consequence of carrying both a collective and a personal debt, a
debt that could never be fully repaid.
We're all on board the same ship facing a terrible storm (the external
enemy) and we're all -in it together. Everyone has to do thelr bit. It
doesn't matter if there's hardly any relation between my efforts and
what 1 receive in return. N obody is getting rich on my back because
man's exploitatihn of man has been abolished. Others in our vast
homeland are doing what they have to: the IrolJrJwQlilci give me food to
eat, the textile ancl clothing workers clothe me, building workers are
building my future apartment. Our ,oldiers are ready to give their lives
to proteet my farnily. They're all working for me, 1 must work for them.
1 neecl them, they neecl me.
'Me' - like VIktor the trolley-bus driver, who says, 'l'ru just a cog in the machine,
but an essential cog: without our trolley-buses, how would the factories and shops
run?'
Is it not just such a feeling of social utility that VIktor regrets when he asks,
'These days, no one needs anyone anymore'? This is beeause rooncy abolishes
debts: 'l've paid you so 1 no longer owe you anything at ail. If you're not happy,
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fmd yourself another job.' Money, the universal means of exchange, for Parsons
a form of social mediation, is also what pushes everyone back into their individual autonomy: Relations based on the market reduce social relations to
relations of commercial exchange and drown the other forfiS of social connection 'in the icy water of egotistical calculation' .21
This <l'plains the feeling of strong nostalgia for an era when the collective had
a meaning: The apogee of the communal mode! was certainly the post-war
period (when Viktor was at primary school). AlI wars strengthen community
feeling, especially if it is a defensive war where one's country is in danger. The
'Socialist' communal model became a key image of Russian values in the Great
Patriotic War of 1941-5. Stalin was never as popular as during these years. It
was scarce!y whispered that the very heavy death to11 in the fITst few weeks of the
war, when the German tanks were stopped at the gates of Moscow by virtually
unarmed men, could have been avoided if Stalin had not thrown the military
high cornrnand into complete confusion and had placed a little less trust in his
ally Hitler. The message was that the Soviet Union had truly trimnphed over
absolute eviI at Stalingrad; it was they who defeated the hydra and chased it back
to its lair in Berlin. 22 In Europe, the English, even the Americans, only had walkon parts. Such was the discourse that considerably reinforced the credibility of
the Communist regime ... and made it possible to allocate most of the country's
re50urces to the military-industriaJ complex.
The extraordinary potency of the Stalinist cultural mode! would persist after
the war, assisted by the Cold War. It WaB only after 1956, with Khrushchev's cri,·
icisms, that the first doubts appeared. But the experience of the war and the
anchoring of the Stalinist mode! in the communal cultural mode! would prolong
its existence for those generations who had internalised it when young.
It was during the 1960s, thanks to the relative Khrushchevian thaw, that a
certain distancing of the popular classes from the Stalinist mode! started to
appear. 23 But this distancing was slow and resistible. By accusing one man~
Stalin, and one political orientation, the 'cult of personality', Khrushchev saved
the essential: the leading role of the Party. 'This time', he said imperiously, 'we
are on the right track. Keep on working hard, and soon we shall catch up with
the United States and then leave them far behind.'

THE GRADUAL DISTANCING FROM THE
SOVIET MODEL
If after the victory in 1945 the mass of the Soviet population adhered to the
Communist ideology, it seems to he accepted that, by the beginning of the
1980s, they hardly believed in it any more - although, given the impossibility of
publicly expressing such scepticism, this did not appear to threaten the stabilitv
of a regime which was then regarded as unshakeable. This long phase of transition is the one that is the hardest to describe and analyse. The study of the
4{)
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particular family history cited here provides litde material, because it does not
include detailed observation of those born in the 1950s. What it shows us,
however, is the persistence in Viktor and Rimma's daughters of communal
values, in spiJe tif their rejection of the Communist moclel. This is the essential
phenomenon that we neecl to consider apart here.
The structure of Soviet society, as modelled and consolidated by Stalin, was a
class structure that divided the rulers from the ruled. But a pact bound these two
groups together, a pact that could be formulated from the point of view of the
ruling class as: 'Wc will govern, yOll work; wc will command, yOll obey; but wc
will share out equitably the wealth jointly created. We will not take advantage of
our power to line our own pockets.' Now this pact held good as long as those in
power abided by it.
'A ftsh rots from the head clown': this Eastern European saying SUffiS up the
evolution of the Communist regime from the 1960s to the 1980s. After Stalin's
death, a tacit rule scems to have bound the members of the rwmen/datura together:
'Let us banish violence amongst us; in our internai political struggles , let us agree
that the victors will never again resort to the physical e!imination of the defeated
_ they will mere!y be side!ined.'
From then on, the temptation to take advantage of positions of power to
accumulate privileges was too great. Corruption started from the top and soon
spread pervasively. And eventually it became apparent to those governed, as a
kind of tacit public knowledge.
It was Dot just a question of the rapid development of special shops and
luxury dachi (which were not very visible), but a1s0, for example, of the takeover
by families from the rwmen/dm.uTa of the places in the best education al institutes of
the Union, which became more or less reseIVed in advance for their children.
Such examples abound in our case studies. From Brezhnev onwards, this practice spread and led to a veritable intergenerational reproduction of the ruling
Class.24 The phenomenon had doubtless existed before, but within a very limited
circle and in a covert manner. From the 1970s onwards, it became extremely
widespread and, above aIl, visible.
In a pact founde~ on duty and debt, if one of the partuers starlS to chea,
systematically, the pact as a whole falls apart. The cynicism of the leaders was
soon echoed by that of the working masses, who reacted by displaying less and
less ardour in their work: 'They pretend to pay us, 50 we'll pretend to work.' The
rate of growth started to slow down. But that still did not threaten the stability of
the system. Zinoviev, one of the most incisive analysts of the period, while laying
bare the discrepancy between the rhetoric and the behaviour of the leaders,
concluded that the situation suited the masses. They did not work too much, and
were guaranteed job security and an essential minimwn wage, which was gradu-

ally increasing.
From the 1960s onwards, however, a new phenomenon emerged in the
USSR: that of fJ1Wak /ifl. At the time i, was a new idea, just as it had hecn in
Western Europe in the eighteenth century. 25 But the desire to widen the small
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~'Phere belonging to oneself and one's family aJone, protected from the intrusion
of neighbours, the Party and social pressure, grew as the revolutionary rornanticism waned.
The generation of peasants who arrived in the city needed closeness, were glad
to '[cel the elbows' of those who shared their own historical experience. But the
next generation round it intolerable Dot to have a place of their own. 15 it a normal
way of life in peacetime to share your bedroom with other adults and your kitchen
with other families? Is it normal to have to scour the whole city, if not the country,
to find meat, shoes or toilet paper to buy? Pretending to work is perhaps all right,
but pretending to consume is completely pointless. The concept of private Iife, hitherto foreign to the culture of the Russian popular classes, deve!oped all the more
quickly in that it constituted a reaction against the continual intrusiveness of the
central power and its local representatives. It was not so much a democratised,
more public sphere thal Russians wanted from the 1960s onwards, but an expansion of the more private sphere. 26 Hence, among other fonns of behaviour, the
search for solitude in the forests, in the immensity of untamed nature, as far away
as possible from the centres of power and propaganda.
There was, therefore, growing disaffection with the Soviet model, now represented by doddering old men who were known ta be vain and corropt ln the
West, and particularly in the United States, the idea then spread that, like the
Htmgarians and Poles, who were in a cultural sense 'going Westem',27 the Russians
too, belatedly, were abandoning 'coUectivist' ideas in favour of a cultural mode1
based on individualism. Zinoviev does not share this view. According to him, htmw
sovieticus had settled comfortably into the double language: he oruy wanted security
and to find a bit of meal. The hypothesis that we are altempting to develop here is
different: that the Russian scepticism towards the Soviet mode} does not necessarily
signify the abandonment of corrununal values and adherence to a Hobbesian or
Darwinian vision of human societies.
Stalin-style 'Corrununism' had been set up as a religion. Like all religions, it
included a moral code, a system of values and norms of behaviour, which in
turn implied an ethical code. The country's leaders started by abandoning the
ethicaJ code while maintaining the appearance of moral behaviour and continuing to believe in their religion. Then the moral code broke clown, [ollowed,
finally, by the breakdown of belief itsel[
For the working masses, the order was reversed. What mattered to them was
the currency which counted in daily life and in one's interaction with others: that
is, ethics. They stopped believing offICial propaganda quite early, given the gap
between the sermons and reality. The mies governing behaviour lasted for
longer, because they were essentiaJ for the effective functioning of the
living/housing collectives and of the work teams, although the mismanagement
and corruption endecl up by corroding this 'moral economy' too. But the ethical
code remained - equality, justice, solidarity and mutual support, faith - as it
formed the core of the cultural mode! of the Russian popular classes. The
hypothesis thal 1 am proposing is thal this communal ethical code had been

profoundly internalised under Stalin, particularly because it. corresponded to the
previous peasant ethical code and was suited to the living conditions of
the uprooted peasants - that is, t.he vast. majority of the urban population of the
time. It. became for them a second nature, their habitus.
Even if this /whitus proved to be increasingly inappropriatc from the 1960s
onwards, the values on which it was founded persisted t.o the present day, not
only in the hearts of the generations socialised under Stalin, but also in subsequent generations. Living conditions had a lot to do with this: for example, the
form of salary (unrelated to performance) and the mode of housing (several
generations cohabiting in a limit.ed space). But also, because of the salaried work
of the mothers and their long working hours, it was the grandmothers who
brought up the ehildren, thus teaehing them their own values, those of the
communal habitus, which so straddled a generation.
We may even wonder if the graduai rejection of Communist ideology, far from
representing a move away from communal values, did not result mOre from disappointment al the increasingly obvious betrayal of these same values by a ruling
class that was manifestly and mainly concerned with stacking up its own privileges.
When the nomenldaI.uTa realised thal it must do something, Gorbachev was
brought to power. A man of conviction, adhering as much to the Socialist code of
ethics and morality (as far as a politician is able to, in any case) as to the Leninist
secular religion, he believed thal it was possible ta rebuild the moral economy of
the country on the basis of Socialist ideals. He saw these ideals as the best possible
expression of 'universal hurnan values', by which he probably meant. the values of
the Enlightemnent philosophers: reason, liberty, equality, solidarity and social
welfare. It is uncertain that the Russian people ever identified with those values,
but in any case it was already too late: the pact had been betrayed from above. Tao
many repeated lies and too much incompetence had discredited the rhetaric of the
leaders. And above all, no perceptible improvement in the standard of living came
to confinn the rightness of the new direction; in fact the opposite occurred. When
the sociologists of the opinion poll institute fmanced by the trade unions finally
succeecled in including in a national SUTVey the question: 'Which institution do you
trust most t.o govem the country?', the response was irremediable: the Communist
Party of the Soviet Udwn won a mere 14 per cent It was the beginning of the
end. The rest is history.
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MARKET RELATIONS AND COMMUNAL ETHICS
Russian society in the mid-1990s was in a state of chaos. The old rules of the
game had become large!y obsolete, and the new rules brought in by a fully dereguJated market economy have, as a resuJt of their enforced introduction, suffered
considerable distortion. Russian capitalism is, for example, a capitalism without
competition, a capitalism of monopolist oligarchs who have taken control of this
or that market and dictate their priees, a lawless capitalism fearing neither God
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This brief historical sketch of a moral economy has been divided into periods
which correspond to thase of power in Russia. This approach seems particularly

appropriate for a society which, from the Tsar to the Bolsheviks and from Stalin
to Brezhnev, has been constandy structured by the dimension of power. At each
successive stage, thosc in power proposed a pact to the working population; this
pact was supposedly binding upon the powerful as much as it bound those who
wcre suhject to it. This pact was imposed from above, leaving no room for the
autonomy of the actors concemed. Henee ordinary cÏtizens acted not according
to sorne instnunentaJ or strategie rationality (that game was reserved for the
political class and governed their internecine struggles), but according to a sense
of duty, of moral and social pressure. And the pact relied on administrative
violence, not to say terror, to ensure that everyone accomplished their dut)': This
was a particular moral economy, certainly diametrically opposed to the
American cultural mode!, yet one which those European peoples who still retain
the memory of absolutism can understand.
While these elements remained constant, however, the transitions (which, in
the event, were rather brutal) from one form of power to another changed the
pacts proposed to the working classes. Proposing a pact is one thing; for it ta be
accepted and internalised is quite another. Coercion and propaganda are the
tools of those in power; as for the common people, they have only their own
values. My hypothesis is that a new pact only bas a chance of being accepted
and of establishing a moral economy in so far as it re-uses elements from the
previous moral economy. Vou cannot change values like you change your socks.
And when a generation has oruy its values to pass on to its children, the", will fili
the whole moral space.
Hence Stalin's work on meaning. He was faced with the difficult question:
how should one translate Marx's rational, urban, critical and libertarian vision
ioto terms acceptable ta the Russian peasant? The solution was the
'Marxist-Lenioist' ideology developed by Stalin in the context of 'Socialism in a
single country', which bOITOwed more elements from the Orthodox Church's
vision of the world than from Marx's, or even Lenin's.
Gorbachev attempted to restore a moral economy based on ethics. There was
perhaps still a majority of Russians then who believed in such public ethics; but
they also knew that m~t of their local Communist leaders had ceased to be!ieve
in them. How could they trust 80ch leaders, how could they be mobilised by
them? Gorbachev eventually failed. But what his 'liberal' successors propose to
Russians is nothing eIse than the old 'winner takes ail' game. The radical reversa]
of values they dogmatically propose is doomed to fallure. Despising the moral
economy inherited from the past, they seek to force their ideas through while
counting on the legendary passivity of the Russian people. But even this has its
limits.
The case study of the Zamochkin family, the scope of which we have tried to
widen through broad generalisations, aIlows us to better understand the dilemma
of post-Communist Russian society: how to reconcile the transition to a market
economy with a pluralist democracy. We need first of aU to specify the terrus of
this dilemma. FOr the Western powers, which historically have never been
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nor man, and even less the state. It seems a little naïve to think that, because this
system of organising economic relations has made the USNs fortune, the Russians
will accept it blindly. They are able to make up their own minds about tlris form
of modernity.
We believe, on the contrary, that they have not lost their powers of appraisal,
nor their cultural points of reference. They judge the new market relations by
the yardstick of their own cultural code, which certainly is no longer the
Cornmunist code, but which is neither the American code nor a moral vacuum.
This code is that of the communal cultural mode1, which does not exclude individual performance and its fair reward, but accommodates them within a larger
whole which serves as an ultimate point of reference. This larger whole, this
'collective' point of reference, in the past was Soviet society. Today its size has
shrunk considerably: il is no longer even Russia, it is the region in whieh one
lives, even one's company. But the need to he linked to a whole remains strong.
Individualism cannot he a source of meaning and morality; on the contrary, if it
emerges as a principle of strategic rational action, it does so on the basis of a
rejection of the moral dùnension.
The American variety of capitalism, that which has been exported to Russia
but without its accorupanying reguIations and rule-enforcing institutions, now
recognises ooly one measure (short-term profit) and one moral principle (the
equitable reward of individual performance), irrespective of all other considerations. But tbis is hardly a 'moral' principle: indeed, the relations of competition
between actors ('the market', i.e. the markets) are supposed to regulate the supply
and demand of performance and reward performances of variable quality al
their market priee. 'Market' stands here as shorthand for a complex set of
bargaining relations between actors who can each draw on markeclly difTerent
power resources. If one actor has nothing to offer, the market will leave hirn to
starve, turning a deaf ear to ethical arguments. A goCKi businessman is one who
earns a lot of money, and it doesn't matter how: bending the rules to his advantage is merely evidence of his superior competence. And, as in post-Communist
Russia, there are no longer any rules ...
In our empirical example, young Marina approves of the swindling carried
out by her boss to the detriment of the institution that helped him to set up his
company, but she questions the monopoly the male managers have arrogated to
themselves rcgarding the sale of apartments and the lucrative bonuses that
accompany this activity. And she does not see as fair - that is, as moral - the
fundamentaJ principle of capitalism, the private ownership of the means or
production and the private appropriation of the ensuing profits.

CONCLUSION
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attracted to philanthropy, the project of transItion LO a market economy and
political pluralism possesses a special significance. To put it brutally, for them
'democracy' means the stabilising and "civilising' of the political regime of a
nudear superpower, and thus a substantial decrease in the risk of nudear adventurism which, rightly or wrongly, the West associates with dictatorial power. 28
As for the transition to a market economy, for the West it means quite simply
the opening-up of the vast Russian market to their pmducts and access to the
enormous natural resources of the country - which, il will be agreed, is not exacdy
the same thing as the self-generated development of Russian capitalism, which
would ÎIwolve, on the contrary, an initial phase of political pmtectionism in most
sectors (particularly the agricultural and industrial sectors). In the absence of this,
whole sections of agriculture and industry will coUapse in the face of competition
from imported products (be they from the United States, Japan or China). This
was weU understood by the factory managers inunediately after the deregulation
introduced by Gaidar inJanuary 1992: instead of setting themse1ves up ovemight
as entrepreneurs motivated solely by profit, they continued to supply one another
with those products necessary for the functioning of their companies, at prices
'personalised' according to the fmandaI capadty of the customer factory, or even
on credit; and they exerted considerable moral and material pressure on those
among them who wanted go it a1one, sa that they did not break the chains of solidarity that had been renewed in this manner. 29
The grafting of a market economy oriented entirely towards import-export
onto a command economy functioning on (the basis of) power and personal relations has inevitably given rise to a distorted forrn or capitalism, in which
monopolies and mafias proliferate on the one hand, and inflation and redundancies on the other. While a new import-merchant bourgeoisie flaunts its
unashamcd success, the mass of employees have seen their purchasing power
collapse, along with their access to public services (medical treatInent, quality
teaching) and the security in their living conditions (employment, housing) ta
which they were very attached. Given these conditions, how can we hope that
these populations, if they are given the opportunity, will vote for an economic
system that has their interests so litde at heart? This is the question, it seerru to
us, that emerges from the case study of the Zamochins.
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